The gradient-square tensor describes the orientation dependence of the squared directional derivative in images. 
Introduction
Local structures in 2D and 3D images can be directionally smooth i.e. approximately translation invariant. One way to establish this is the analysis of the average gradient-square tensor (Kass and Witkin, 1987; Haglund, 1992) . In its traditional form the tensor describes the quality of translation invariance. There may be two reasons for a bad quality. One is a genuine lack of smoothness, the other is a lack of straightness e.g. if the structure shows rotation invariance. The method proposed here eliminates the curvature contribution and handles local rotation invariance on equal footing to local translation invariance.
In section 2 the traditional approach is discussed, in section 3 a non-linear local coordinate transformation is introduced which straightens curved structures, in section 4 the traditional approach is applied to a tentatively straightened structure, the transformation is optimized to maximize translation invariance in the transformed space.
Section 5 deals with the actual implementation and section 6 gives some experimental results. 
where G' is the gradient square tensor
direction. The eigenvalues of G' areλ 1 2 = ′ g and λ 2 0 = corresponding to gradient square along the high gradient direction and the low gradient direction respectively. Now consider a local area {x+ξ,y+η} around (x,y). Let U{.} indicate some weighted averaging over this area. Then we have the average squared gradient component along direction φ 
where G is the average gradient square tensor
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and 2γ is twice the average gradient orientation γ. For later use we introduce local coordinates v,w along average gradient (high gradient) and average contour (low gradient) orientation
As γ is only defined modulo π we choose it so that the positive v-axis is roughly along the gradient directions in the area (this choice will prove irrelevant for the end result). 
corresponding to average gradient-square along the high gradient orientation (eigenvector along v-axis) and the low gradient orientation (eigenvector along w-axis) respectively. For translation invariant structures (with straight parallel isophotes) we still have one zero eigenvalue. For a y-translation invariant structure, f y = 0, λ 1 =G xx and λ 2 =G yy =G xy =0. For an area without preferred direction (noise) we have
As a measure of anisotropy, or quality of translation invariance, we use 
Parabolic coordinates
We already introduced local coordinates v,w along average gradient (high gradient) and average contour (low gradient) orientation, now we shall amend these to accommodate curved structures (with approximately circular concentric isophotes). A circle with radius R-p, with center M on the v-axis, and passing through the point v=p, w=0 within the area is given κ , . Consequently rotation invariance around M in vw-space is transformed into translation invariance along w in pw'-space. We propose to use the quality of translation invariance in pw'-space as quality of rotation invariance in vw-and xy-space. Usually the radius R=1/κ of (approximate) rotation symmetry is not known for any given area. Our method fits κ to the data.
The average gradient-square tensor in parabolic coordinates (pw'-space)
Applying the traditional average gradient-square tensor method to pw'-space for arbitrary κ to a rotationally symmetric area with center on the v-axis but not necessarily at v=1/κ we get the tensor
with the abbreviations
l q n s
Here we have used that for symmetry reasons 
Compared to the traditional anisotropy A=d 2 /g 2 we now have
Expressions for U w f v { } 2 2 and U wf f v w 2 { } in terms of ξ, η, f x and f y are given in Appendix A. 
Implementation

Experiments
The experiments serve various goals. First to test the theory and its implementation. For this goal we have constructed several test images (c.f. 
and is used to test the applicability of the method for circular symmetric patters of a continuous varying curvature. We can measure the difference in anisotropy with and without curvature correction. We can test the accuracy of the curvature estimation with increasing curvature inside a constant area size. Test image f 3 (x,y) is a bull's eye of concentric rings f x y x y a n n N 
Finally, the practical applicability of the extended gradient square tensor is demonstrated on fingerprint images. An example is displayed below. The highly curved region is an important clue and needs to be extracted from noisy data.
Results
The results on test image f 1 show that the method is correct. The estimated curvature at position (0,0) is equal to the curvature of the test image at position (0,0), i.e., 2a. The relative difference of 10 -7 is caused by round-off errors in the floating point notation. We have tested the method using σ g = 1.0 and σ t = 2.0. The test image has a fixed b (b = 1), a random orientation of the symmetry axis ϕ, and values for a in the range from 0.01 to 0.1.
The results obtained on the cone (test image f 2 ) are shown in Figure 3 . This figure shows that for small isophote radii the smoothness measure (anisotropy) improves significantly when using parabolic coordinates instead of Cartesian coordinates.
The improvements in measuring the local anisotropy and the average curvature are displayed in Figure 4 . It is clear that the traditional curvature estimation method works on the edges, but fails on the ridges and in the valleys of the low-frequency images. The traditional curvature estimation method fails completely when applied to high-frequency line bundles which are completely suppressed by the Gaussian regularization. A smaller regularization kernel yields a result dominated by noise (not shown in the figures). The average curvature estimation performs excellent on both low-frequency and high-frequency line bundles. The improvement in local anisotropy is directly related to the performance of the average curvature. Figure 5 shows the average curvature of a fingerprint image. The two peaks in the curvature image correspond to important minutia for fingerprint recognition (Maio et al., 1997; Jain et al., 1997) . 
Conclusions
The orientation tensor according to Haglung yields the local orientation and the local anisotropy in Cartesian coordinates. We extended the orientation tensor to local parabolic coordinates with the symmetry axis parallel to the local orientation. The curvature of the parabolic coordinate system is adaptive such that it maximizes the anisotropy measure. This eliminates the contribution of curvature to directional non-smoothness and yields our improved anisotropy measure. As a valuable byproduct we obtain a robust estimator for average curvature. This curvature estimator performs excellent on curved line bundles (of low signalto-noise ratio) where the traditional curvature estimator, based on a mixture of regularized first and second derivatives, fails.
The method can be extended to higher dimensions. For stacked isophote planes in 3-D, with main non-smoothness in a single direction the correction is still feasible. For isophote bundles in 3-D, with a single smooth direction the method is clear but the burden of computation may be impractical.
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